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About This Game

Pew Pew Rocket is a beautiful and spectacular space survival shoot em up with a
twist, Instead of lasers and explosions, it combines a beat style game-play such as

guitar hero and beautiful firework effects to have you mesmerized!
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Pew Pew Rocket mixes 2 great games into one amazing concept.

Relaxing and fast, beautiful and deadly. This game is not like any other!

-The game includes 8 levels each with its unique song to jam to and scoring system.
-A wide range of enemy ships and bosses will keep things interesting each time.

-Each level is random and no level acts the same leading to plenty of replay value.
-The game will also include full controller support and achievements.

what are you waiting for?
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pew pew rocket. pew pew rocket steam

Great horror game. Very suspenseful scenes. The FPS is kinda poor unless you're willing to forego the lower resolution and
quality but everything else is good. Puzzles are somewhat minimal in this chapter. You're mostly exploring and finding paths to
take.. Basically if Fruitbat Factory releases any DLC for Orange Juice I'll buy it. I have no clue who either of these two are
really, but me and my girlfriend recently started playing 200% Orange Juice and met the "Mira" character on a roof. We both
said "Woah she\/he looks cool! Why aren't they in Orange Juice?" This was literally yesterday mind you. Now they are playable
one day later. This isn't a real review I'm sorry. If you like Orange Juice and feel like supporting the creators, buy the dlc.. I love
this game.. Beautiful graphic, nice story but average gameplay mechanic. But why no, they are improving from the prequel
afterall.

After playing for quite a time, here is the spoiler for those doesnt understand chinese.

Basically the plot is like this,

Before civilization era, human race have several clan and struggle to survive. Then a great leader bend all clan together to form a
union and lead the human race to brighter future. The incident happen during a demon race invasion. Human army cant fight
against the demon only a few that strong enough have the chance to fight. During demon invasion a few city is being invaded
and they do not have enough man power to save all the city. Then one of the clan main city decided to sacrifice themself so that
the army reinforcement can priority to the lesser strength city. After the invasion the whole clan fought to the last man and no
survivor in the city. One of the best friend of the main charater who is the spiritual leader (at that time he is located at other
place) of that clan doesnt understand why they decide to save the weakling and sacrifice his clan. Then he decide to revenge and
destroy both human and demon race. After he being caught he executed by the main charater.

During civilization era, the villian resurrect himself and continue his revenge. The reincarnation of the main charater, which is
the main charater himself (xD?) going to stop him. Then the story continue..................until i finish the game.. I didn't know that
Leonardo Da Vinci was a fan of towers of hanoi and sliding puzzles. Too many puzzles feel like arbitrary execuses for logic
puzzles as opposed to fitting the setting and theme. I prefer the Room franchise that were more interesting in terms of puzzles..
This game is ♥♥♥♥ing awesome :D

I recommend buying it !!!. Great Game! It's unfortunately no longer worked on or supported by the dev. Multiplayer has been
down for a few years as it is. Lack of support aside, Tower Wars brings a nice change to td games. Not only do you defend
waves, you also send waves to the enemy. Many different unit and tower types, too many to list. Great replayability as well!
Even with multiplayer down, the computer AI brings a lot to the table. The AI is competent, possibly too difficult for some.
Considering its a pretty aged game at the time of this review, the game has still held up well over the years.

It's a great dissapointment that the devs no longer support it.

Graphics: 6.5(compared to todays games) 8 (compared to games when released)
Sound: 8
Story: 1 (story is pretty nonexistant)
Gameplay: 9
Replayability: 7

Overall I'd give it a 8\/10. good game. one thing i didnt like is the arraiving aircrafts chose runaway and land without
premission.

also i like to see more options like "enter downwind" "enter base" and such on. This is a nice little casual tycoon/managment-
styled game and you would assume there's upgrades and unlockables to help you progress in the game- but there's no way to
actual progress. No matter how proficient you are at handling customers, the rent will continue to increase which hinders your
ability to expand to a larger location. By the time you get closer to the money you need to expand, the rent will cut you down to
half that. Essentially you hit a wall and simply can't go anywhere in the game except the "game over" screen.
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Promising start.... In 2015..... Please, read this before you even click that "Add to Cart " button.

Lif is currently a dead game. No one plays it, and only drama will happen 24/7. Please, if you want this game horribly baddly, I
refer you to the demo. Where you can't acess only 2 maps. While there are plent other maps to play on. Do not waste your
money on this: please, play the demo or don't even bother. The amount of Drama that happens on this game is extreme. There's
not a lot of animals, the game is broken and glitched, and there is so much more that I can't even list.

I use to be apart of what some players would call "Broken Jaws Pack" or aka Darkblade pack. I suggest if you encounter any of
these players, just leave the game and come back later. You do not want to mess with them.

-Broken Jaw (Will change names oftenly to avoid hate/worry other players, but if you see this name in general: He's probably
fake. He will almost likley change his name in Lif.)
-Dodorex (Not for certain if he's in the pack)
-Arania

Ones you will not have to worry about is
-Herobrine (Do not kill him, he gets angry easily)
-Jxhoads

I will keep this list updated: But untill then, please get the demo if you want this game. It's not worth your 9$.. Please bring back
English support! I don't care if it's broken English, I just want to play this game :'). This game works beautifully! Not only the
environment, but the very subtle sounds and immersion they were able to accomplish. Things like hearing a faint rubber or
scratching sound when you bend your arms while in the spacesuit. It really feels like you are living in a sci fi mystery.. it was
1.99 when i bouht it on sell. While this game was kinda cute on the outside, it's A bit of a isappointment. This game is full of
puzzles and clues, but it seems to fall flat on the plot, as if the final parts of the game were rushed and pushed together
haphazardly. Over all it's a good idea, bad execution.. I purchased this addon from steam but it seems imposible to install or
even download.
Lars Svensson. when is game of the year edition coming?. Yo, you should totally buy this shiz.

Collectable Items Available:
Market: https://steamcommunity.com/market/search?appid=1026030

There will very limited amount of these. So this is more for the Steam collectors!. Hit up that Tutorial - This is not your
average space shooter.:

Just a heads up! you may want to read the tutorial (go to play game and click on the question mark)

The way you kill enemies is a bit different to how you might think.

You will enjoy the game allot more when you know what to do.

Thanks!. Final Trailer Released! Be sure to check out the beautiful insanity.:

I am pleased to announce that the final game-play trailer is up and ready to view.

Some things are still going to change in the final product but the trailer will show you what you can expect and how the game
will look, I hope you guys like what you see. Thanks!
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